
SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION, MOUTIER

BNOMAD
The Bnomad summer setup offers two igloos (4-meter diameter

geodesic domes) for cozy nights, each accommodating two people. A

large pool is also available for refreshing swims. Couples, partners,

families with children (from 4 years old and who can swim), nature

lovers, sports enthusiasts, or hikers: come relax and rejuvenate in this

exceptional setting. We pay close attention to providing warm service

with high-quality organic and/or regional breakfast. Bnomad is

committed to sustainable development with an ecological awareness

linked to human well-being. We look forward to welcoming you in this

green haven in the heart of Moutier!

The "fûe" dome (fire in Jura patois) has a double bed 160 cm wide and

a wood stove and is reserved for adult guests (18 years and older). The

"âve" dome (water in Jura patois) is arranged with two single beds 80

cm wide. Each dome has a top opening allowing for sleeping under the

stars, in good weather. The domes are equipped with mosquito nets, a

large hexagonal window (with curtains) to enjoy the view of the

mountains and the pool, as well as electrical outlets and lamps.

The site features an in-ground pool (10 meters by 5 meters, 1.5 meters

deep) available free of charge from 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM, shared with the

host family. Next to the pool, a ping pong table is available for

entertainment between swims.

The pool house is open to visitors and has a sink, fridge, and two gas

cooking plates. A charcoal grill is also available. Breakfast is delivered

to the pool house at 8:00 AM; if needed, it can be prepared and

brought the night before.

The guest house is guarded by Marley (Labrador/Border Collie mix), a

loving and warm dog. Dogs are not allowed on the site. Please ensure

to close the wooden gate as Marley is not allowed to go down to the

pool and domes. You may see Mélisse, the tabby cat, in the garden

during the day.

CONTACT

Bnomad
Chemin des Charmilles 2
2740 Moutier

+41 (0)77 533 32 75
info@bnomad.ch
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